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The Big C: Cancer and Why You
Need Critical Illness Cover?
The Big C: Cancer and why you need Critical
Illness Cover?
The Big C. No one likes talking about it, yet we are all
affected by it either directly or indirectly. Cancer is
possibly one of the most common critical illnesses we
encounter and worldwide, the rate of diagnosis is
expected to rise by 50% by 2030. With this in mind, while
cancer used to be something associated with people over
50, younger people are being diagnosed more frequently
than ever before. Leukemia, lymphoma, testicular cancer,
and thyroid cancer are the most common cancers among
15-24-year-olds. Among 25-39-year-olds, breast cancer
and melanoma are the most common.
While that sounds like bad news, the reality at the root of
these statistics is that we are catching cancer in its earlier
stages due to better screening and patient education. As a
result, we are able to treat cancer more expediently so
cancer death rates are actually falling by 13% per year,
which is terrific news! So, while younger patients are being
diagnosed with cancers, the prognosis has trended to
more survivors and longer remissions than ever before in
human history.

Is it really necessary?
Taking cancer head on involves a wide range of
treatments including immunotherapy, radiotherapy,
chemotherapy and renewed attention to diet and stress
management. It is a marathon, not a race. Usually these
treatments can be extremely taxing on a patient both
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physically and psychologically. As a result, most
people going through cancer treatments need to take
some significant time off from work to rest and
recuperate properly, often up to years at a time.
This is really the primary reason that Critical Illness
insurance was created, to allow for income protection
while a client is recovering from physically
devastating illnesses. Most Critical Illness policies are
paid out in a lump sum upon diagnosis of an illness at
its critical stage. So how do you nab yourself some
critical illness cover?

Nominate a Rider to Your Policy
You can nominate a ‘rider’ or an addition to
your life insurance policy that will be paid out
if you reach the critical stages of your cancer
treatment. Keep up to date with your
wellness checks and regular screenings so
that you don’t have any surprises.
Cover Loss of Income
For anyone that has a history of diseases in their
family, Critical Illness coverage is pure protection
coverage that can cover loss of income while you
are receiving treatment for one of these major
diseases.
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Term Life Insurance: What Is
It and Why Do You Need It?

What is Term Life Insurance
What is covered under a Term Life Insurance?
Thinking about getting some Singapore life
insurance? Are you unsure how you go about
getting expat life insurance here and what that
even means? We get it. This stuff can be dead
confusing. Insurance sales people are the best
trained on Earth and yet far too often you will be
convinced to buy a policy that is way too
expensive to meet what should, in fact be pretty
simple needs i.e. Protection. Insurance should be
bought first and foremost for protection benefits.
The best informed and savviest individuals, across
the world, will tell you that the only insurance they
really need to protect their life is Term Life
Insurance in conjunction with some critical illness
cover.
Keep reading – we’ll cover what this means below.
Term Life Insurance is simply “paying for coverage
of your life in the event of death”. You pay a
simple fee every month (or annually) and upon
your death your family will receive the “sum
assured”. You purchase a life contract that you
can terminate at any time with no penalty and that
is portable to most places in the world.

corporate cover is not dependable as it is
subject to limits, it does not include critical
illness cover and it is not portable. Taking out
your own expat term life insurance is definitely
the way forward here.
A Term Life insurance plan gives you the
flexibility to select the term duration and
amount of coverage you need to suit your
family (i.e.: $5m for 20 Years. Term Life
Insurance can be tailored to your changing
needs during the different phases in your life.
For expats in Singapore, this can provide
essential financial security in times of
uncertainty and transitional periods.
Term Life insurance premiums are generally
paid monthly and in the unfortunate event that
you become critically ill or die within the
contract term, you will receive a guaranteed
lump sum payout, allowing your family to live
without financial worry.
Highlights of Term Life Insurance plans for
expats in Singapore include:
•
•

Most people have 2-3 times their salaries covered
at most. This will, at best, cover only 3-5 years of
expenses based on our calculations. This no-frills
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•
•

Financial protection against premature
death
Flexibility to select a specified term and
specified level of cover chosen by you
Guaranteed Payout upon Death or
Terminal Illness of the insured person/(s).
One of the most affordable life
protection plans available
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GIVING YOU AND YOUR LOVED
ONES A STRONG HEAD START
Secure the right coverage for peace of mind
Most Medical Insurance offers limited coverage for Critical
Illness and cancers. Even some of the best Private and
Company Medical Plan benefits fall short of most people’s
needs for long-term care and recovery. Typically, Medical
Insurance policies provide only $10,000-$30,000 for
Cancer treatment though the costs can easily reach
$100,000 to $250,000.
The advantage of Critical Illness Insurance is it pays out a
lump sum after the diagnosis of cancer or other serious
illnesses. Also known as dread disease insurance, the
benefit is payable should you fall ill with any of 36 critical
conditions including heart attack, stroke, lung disease,
kidney or liver failure, coma and cancer. This lump sum
payout is made without affecting benefits or coverage
under your existing medical plan, so you will continue to
also receive medical expense benefits from your other
insurance.
Don’t wait until it’s too late. Check the Cancer limits in your
existing Medical Insurance policy. If you need help
assessing the coverage under your current Health
Insurance plan, Expat Insurance provides free, noobligation advice.
* Important notes: This is not a contract of insurance. The
exact terms, conditions & exclusions of insurance are
specified in the policy contract.

Every single young family or anyone with a dependent
(sibling, parent etc needs some form of Term Life
Protection. People need to check to see if they have this
coverage at work, and if they do, how much coverage
they actually have.
The “term” of this contract is usually 10, 15, 20, 25 or 30
years, however you can terminate this contract at any time
(unlike Whole, Universal and the myriad of other
“insurance” policies. Most people purchase something
called “Level Term” which means that you are paying the
same amount per year as long as you choose to continue
the policy.
This allows you to lock in your robust and youthful good
health now (can’t take your health now for granted!) as
premiums are level and fixed for the entire term. So, the
moral of the story is: Start young, start now!
Seeking medical treatment is expensive in Singapore.
Having a conversation about the potential costs you and
your family could incur in the event of a critical illness is
necessary to prevent a major hurdle in the future.
Planning for the future and putting in the required critical
illness insurance needs early in Singapore can protect
you and your loved ones in the event of major illnesses or
death.
If you have further questions or need more guidance,
please do reach out to one of our Advisors, we are more
than happy to answer any questions you have.
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